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2017 WJCL STATE CONVENTION
INTERMEDIATE DIVISION
Round II
1. Quid Anglicē significat: imber?
B1: Quid Anglicē significat: nix?
B2: Quid Anglicē significat: incendium?

RAIN
SNOW
FIRE/BLAZE/etc.

2. Quaestor in 69, Pontifex Maximus in 63, and consul in 59 describe the early career of what
Roman, better known for his 44 B.C. appointment as dictator for life?
C. JULIUS CAESAR
B1: With what incompetent man was Caesar consul in 59 B.C.?
MARCUS BIBULUS
B2: Name one of Caesar’s two magistrī equitum during his time as dictator?
MARK ANTONY/LEPIDUS
3. Cephalus, Orion, and Tithonus all carried out affairs with what goddess of the dawn?
EOS
B1: Name one of the two epithets which Homer uses for Eos at the opening of the Odyssey?
SAFFRON-ROBED AND ROSY-FINGERED
B2: With what god did Eos have an affair?
ARES
4. For the verb narrō, give the third person plural perfect passive indicative.
NARRATI/AE/A SUNT
B1: Make that form pluperfect.
NARRATI/AE/A ERANT
B2: Make that form active.
NARRAVERANT

5. What emperor gained his nickname because he encouraged the senate to deify his
predecessor, Hadrian?
ANTONINUS PIUS
B1: Under what condition had Hadrian adopted Antoninus Pius?
ANTONINUS ADOPT MARCUS AURELIUS AND LUCIUS VERUS
B2: Antoninus celebrated an important anniversary of Rome’s founding during his reign.
Which one was it?
900TH

[SCORE CHECK]
6. What Latin writer authored the quote mens sana in corpore sanō?
JUVENAL
B1: What Latin writer authored the following quote: ars longa, vita brevis?
HORACE
B2: What Latin writer authored the following quote: audentīs fortuna iuvat?
VERGIL
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7. Who couldn’t handle his father’s horses and scorched the earth before Zeus struck him
down with a lightning bolt?
PHAETHON
B1: Who was the father of Phaethon?
HELIUS
B2: What constellation did Phaethon become after his death?
AURIGA/THE CHARIOTEER
8. Translate the following sentence from Latin to English: Cornelius putat puerum librum
portare.
CORNELIUS THINKS THAT THE BOY CARRIES A BOOK
B1: Now translate: Caesar dīcit puerum librum portavisse.
CAESAR SAYS THAT THE BOY CARRIED A BOOK
B2: Now translate: Cornelius scīvit puerum librum portaturum esse.
CORNELIUS KNEW THAT THE BO WOULD CARRY A BOOK
9. What type of toga, designated by a purple stripe, was worn by magistrates and boys under
sixteen?
TOGA PRAETEXTA
B1: What type of toga was typically worn by sordidati, or men in mourning?
TOGA PULLA
B2: What type of toga was worn by men running for office and was designated by its bright
white appearance?
TOGA CANDIDA
10. Give the Latin noun and its English meaning from which we derive “doubloon” and
“deuce?”
DUO, TWO
B1: Give the Latin verb and its English meaning from which we derive “apricot” and
“cuisine?”
COQUO, TO COOK
B2: Give the Latin noun and its English meaning from which we derive “affinity” and
“finance?”
FINIS, END

[SCORE CHECK]
11. Who escaped Euryale and Stheno after killing their sister and absconding with her head?
PERSEUS
B1: What daughter of Cepheus and Cassiopeia did Perseus rescue from a sea-monster?
ANDROMEDA
B2: Cassiopeia had claimed that Andromeda was more beautiful than which group of seadeities?
NEREIDS
12. What derivative of the Latin noun mons means “more important than anything else?”
PARAMOUNT/TANTAMOUNT
B1: What derivative of the Latin verb scribō means “lacking distinctive or interesting
features or characteristics?”
NONDESCRIPT
B2: What derivative of the Latin adjective similis means “a group of musicians, actors, or
dancers who perform together.”
ENSEMBLE
13. Give a synonym for the verb bibō.
B1: Give a synonym for the adjective sacer.

POTŌ
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B2: Give a synonym for the adverb magis.

SANCTUS/AUGUSTUS/RELIGIOSUS
PLUS/AMPLIUS

14. At what battle of 197 B.C. was the legion proven superior to the phalanx, ending the Second
Macedonian War?
CYNOSCEPHALAE
B1: Who commanded the Romans at Cynoscephalae?
T. QUINCTIUS FLAMININUS
B2: Where did Flamininus proclaim the freedom of the Greek States in 196 BC?
ISTHMIAN GAMES
15. According to Ovid, what Cean youth grieved so much that Apollo turned him into a cypress
tree?
CYPARISSUS
B1: Why did Cyparissus grieve so deeply?
HAD KILLED HIS PET STAG
B2: Within the story of what bard does Ovid frame the tale of Cyparissus, who forsook the
love of women after the death of his wife?
ORPHEUS

[SCORE CHECK]
16. What contemporary hit would be known in Latin as odī tē, amō tē?
I HATE U, I LOVE U
B1: What Latin author coined the phrase odī et amō?
CATULLUS
B2: What contemporary hit would be known in Latin as septem annī?
SEVEN YEARS

[SCORE CHECK]

